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In a recent paper Borel and Serre proved the theorem: If 8 is a

Lie algebra of characteristic 0 and 8 has an automorphism of prime

period without fixed points f^O, then 8 is nilpotent.1 In this note we

give a proof valid also for characteristic p^O. By the same method

we can prove several other similar results on automorphisms and

derivations. Our method is based on decompositions of the Lie

algebra which determine weakly closed sets of linear transforma-

tions. Such a set SB has, by definition, the closure property that if

A, P£9B then there exists a y(A, B) in the base field such that

AB+yBASSOS. The main result we shall need is the generalized

Engel theorem that if SB is a. weakly closed set of nilpotent linear

transformations in a finite-dimensional vector space, then the en-

veloping associative algebra SB* of SB is nilpotent [3].

Theorem 1. If 8 is a Lie algebra with an automorphism a of prime

period I and a and has no fixed points 5^0, then 8 is nilpotent.

Proof. If 0 is the algebraic closure of the base field, then we can

extend a to 8a. This extension has order I and no fixed points 5^0.

Hence we may as well suppose that the base field is algebraically

closed. Then 8 = J^r 8r where 8r is the subspace of 8 corresponding

to the characteristic root J" of a. Now [8f8f ]^8fr' if ff' is a character-

istic root and [8r8f ] = 0 otherwise. Let Ad (8r) denote the set of ad-

joint mappings determined by the elements of 8f. Then the relation

just noted shows that the set SB = UAd (8r) is a weakly closed set of

linear transformations (with y(A, B) = —1). The roots f are the pth

roots of 1 and, by assumption, no f =»1. If l — p the characteristic of

the base field, then 1 is the only pth. root of 1 and 8 = 0. Hence as-

sume l^p. If x£8r and a£8r, then x(Ad a)= [xa] is either 0 or is

in 8ff'. Hence #(Ad a)k is either 0 or is in 8r<r)*- Since l^p, f' is primi-

tive and k can be chosen so that f(f')* = L This gives x(Ad a)*=0.

Since f is arbitrary this shows that Ad a is nilpotent for every a G8f.

Hence every element of SB is nilpotent. We can therefore conclude

that the enveloping associative algebra of SB and hence of Ad (8) is

nilpotent. Hence 8 is a nilpotent Lie algebra.
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1 [l, Prop. 4]. Borel and Serre state this only for base field the reals or complexes.

However, their proof is valid for any base field of characteristic 0.
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Theorem 2. Let % be a Lie algebra which possesses an automorphism

a none of whose characteristic roots are roots of unity. Then 8 is nil-

potent.

Proof. As in the preceding proof we may assume the base field is

algebraically closed and we have 8 = E^r, 8r the space of the char-

acteristic root J" of <r. Since the elements ?(f0\ k = l, 2, • • • , are

unequal, not all of these are roots. This implies that Ad a is nil-

potent for any a£8r- The remainder of the argument is identical

with that of the preceding proof.

Theorem 3. Let 8 be a Lie algebra of characteristic 0 and suppose

that there exists a subalgebra 33 of the algebra of derivations of 8 such

that (i) 3) is nilpotent and (ii) there are no ^-constants s^O (cD=0 for

all £>£3)->-c = 0). Then 8 is nilpotent. Next let 2 be a restricted Lie

algebra of characteristic pj^O and 3) an algebra of restricted derivations

in 8. Suppose (i) 3) is nilpotent as an ordinary Lie algebra and (ii)

there are no ^-constants j^O.2 Then 8 is a nilpotent restricted Lie

algebra.

Proof. As before we may assume the base field is algebraically

closed. Since 3) is nilpotent, a result of Zassenhaus [4, p. 28] states

that 8 = ^2a where the 8a are the weight space of 3). By assumption

0 is not a weight. Also we have the relation [8<,8jj] =0 if a+/3 is not a

weight and [8a8|s]C8a-KJ if a+(3 is a weight. This implies that the set

U„ Ad (8«) is weakly closed. Also, in the characteristic 0 case, the

relation implies that Ad a is nilpotent for every oG?»- Thus every

element of Ua Ad (8„) is nilpotent and the result follows as before.

Suppose next that the characteristic is p s^O and that 8 is restricted

and the given derivations are restricted. In this case we assert that

8£ = 0. Let xG8a, DE®- Then x(D-a)N = 0 for N sufficiently large.

Since 3) is restricted, so is 7_?pt; hence

XpDt* = [ • • • [xD*, x], • • • , x] (p - 1 x's)

= [ • • ■ [x(£»p* - a"*), x], • • • , x] (p-i x's)

=  [• • •  [x(D - a)'*, x] • • • x] = 0

if pk^N. Thus xv is in the space of the characteristic root 0 for D.

Since this holds for all 7?£3), xp = 0. This relation implies (Ad x)p = 0

so that again every element of the weakly closed set UAd (8a) is

nilpotent. It follows that 8 is nilpotent as an ordinary Lie algebra.

We can now see from the identity for (a + fr)"* that every element of

2 Cf. [2] for definitions and elementary properties of restricted Lie algebras.
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8 is nilpotent in the sense that apt = 0 for k large. Hence 8 is a nil-

potent restricted Lie algebra [2, p. 24].

Remarks. It would be interesting to know if the last theorem is

characteristic of nilpotent (restricted) Lie algebras. More precisely:

If 8 is a nilpotent (restricted) Lie algebra, then does 8 have a deriva-

tion without constants 5*0? Since a derivation without constants ^0

is not inner the following theorem, due to Schenkman, may be con-

sidered a partial answer to our question.

Theorem 4. Every nilpotent Lie algebra has a derivation D which

is not inner.

Proof. Write 8 = 2R©$e where 2ft is an ideal in 8. Let £ be the

subalgebra of 8 of elements commuting with every mESU. Let n be

chosen so that & Q2n, C£8"+1 and choose z£3. €£8n+1. Then the linear

transformation D sending l — m-\-\e, ot£3W, XG'S, onto Xz is a deriva-

tion, as is readily verified. This derivation is outer. For, otherwise

we would have P=Ad q, <z£E8. Now gG3 and [e, q] =z. Thus g£8"
and hence z= [eg]G8n+1 contrary to its choice.
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